
Secure Critical 
Information While 
Saving Space 
Do you need to control access to specific 
information within your files? If so, our TAB-
TRAC Ultra Secure storage solution makes 
it possible to secure your critical information. 
Instantly add security to an entire aisle of 
mobile filing! The TAB-TRAC Ultra Secure 
solution is ideal for meeting the privacy 
requirements for your confidential files. 

 Benefits

Offers total security of confidential files 

You are in charge of level of access and 

security for each aisle 

Effortless operation with spring-loaded design

Easily installed across the aisle on shelving 

front or end panel 

When locked, an aisle is fully secured, front 

and overhead 

TAB-TRAC  
Ultra Secure

 TAB STORAGE SYSTEMS

Note: Suggested for use on TAB’s mobile systems (Manual, Mechanical 
Assist, EXPRESS-TRAC and Modular Mobile). TAB does not approve 
using this assembly on POWER-TRAC systems.



 TAB STORAGE SYSTEMS

Specifications
— 2” Bumpers (4) per carriage for 4” minimal spacing of   
 carriages required

— Top screen minimum 14-gauge steel plates

— Flat half of top screen mounted on one side of aisle, offset on  
 opposite side, with offset overlapping the flat when aisle is closed

— Use padlock approved for the security level of items being   
 stored (TAB does not supply the padlock)

— End panel assembly - Aluminum with dual spring-loaded hinge  
 and hasp with pry-preventing backing plate installed across   
 aisle on shelving front or end panel

— Top screen has 70% minimum opening to facilitate sprinkler 
 water entry and meet fire code requirements

The solution consists of an ultra secure top screen which is a flat black offset 
assembly that is mounted on top of cabinets or shelving. It also consists of 
an ultra secure end panel assembly (or shelving mount) that is attached on a 
hinge that covers the side openings between the cabinets and shelving.
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About TAB
As the recognized leader in the records and information management industry, we 
develop custom solutions that enable our clients to control, store and access critical 
information. We offer top quality filing systems, media storage equipment and 
specialists that solve complex records and information management challenges. With 
more than 65 years of experience, we serve clients in a variety of industries including 
legal, finance, healthcare, insurance, manufacturing, education and government.

Contact one of our representatives today.


